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a most useful book, not only on drinks, but containing
also very much general information. Here you can see
the backgammon experts at play. If you oppose M. Max
Ausnite, the Rumanian oil king, Prince "Nicky"
Toumanoff, Mr. "Freddie" McEvoy or Mr. Neil
O'Malley Keyes you will be meeting some fine players.
The last-named recently won a thousand pounds at
backgammon, and has employed the money in standing
himself a trip round the world.
The Ritz Bar is divided into two halves: the first you
may not enter unless accompanied by a woman, and
the second is for men only (here you will see the back-
gammon and hear conversation about "/<? business"}. But
always poke your head into the first half to see who is
about: you can often find an excuse to be guilty of that
reprehensible habit of "joining up" with a party, after
the fashion of a popular peer who does a round tour of
the fashionable London restaurants on those lines. It
was nice on this particular visit to hear the pleasant
American voice of Mrs. Ormond Lawson Johnston and
the welcome of "Come and sit with us, do, dear.
Ormondy boy" (she calls her husband that} "is at the
Travellers' Club; he'll be along any minute." For from
her one is sure to hear all the news of International
Society, though she herself has retired from that whirl-
pool which enmeshes its members, and consequently leads
a much more enjoyable, dignified and happy existence.
Always am I asked about Mrs. Charles Sweeny,
who is much admired in Paris. One can truthfully say
that she is looking very pretty and that she maintains
a popularity (to which her kindness and charm of manner
have contributed) which is not the prerogative of some
of her contemporaries.

